Abstract-In Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs), there exists only intermittent connectivity between communication sources and destinations. In order to provide successful communication services for these challenged networks, a variety of relaying and routing algorithms have been proposed with the assumption that nodes are homogeneous in terms of contact rates and delivery costs. However, various applications of DTN have shown that mobile nodes should be divided into different classes in terms of their energy requirements and communication ability, and real application data have revealed the heterogeneous contact rates between node pairs. In this paper, we design an optimal relaying scheme for DTNs, which takes into account nodes' heterogeneous contact rates and delivery costs when selecting relays to minimise the delivery cost while satisfying the required message delivery probability. Extensive results based on real traces demonstrate that our relaying scheme requires the least delivery cost and achieves the largest maximum delivery probability, compared with the schemes that neglect nodes' heterogeneity.
I. INTRODUCTION
In Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs), there exist no end-toend paths from communication sources to destinations during most of the time due to the factors such as wireless propagation effect, sparse node density and node mobility [1] . Traditional ad hoc routing protocols, which rely on end-to-end paths [2] , fail to work in DTNs. Consequently, a new routing mechanism, known as store-carry-and-forward [1] , was proposed to provide communications. Due to the randomness of intermittent connectivity between the nodes, the performance of DTN largely depends on how to relay and copy messages to achieve high delivery ratio while maintaining low delivery cost. Researchers have proposed a variety of schemes, such as two-hop relaying [3] , epidemic routing [4] , spray and wait [3] , to tackle this difficult relaying/routing problem. However, these works are based on homogeneous settings of mobile nodes, which are assumed to be identical and to follow the same mobility pattern as well as to have the same contact rate between any two nodes. Recent measurements based on the real traces [5] have revealed the existence of heterogeneity in nodes' contact rates. Moreover, in many envisioned applications of DTN, mobile nodes belong to diverse classes, e.g. vehicles, cellphones, sensors, and so on [1] . These various types of nodes have very different characteristics in terms of their energy consumption, communication ability, mobility patterns and other properties.
The nodes with heterogeneous features will have different message delivery costs associated with them.
The heterogeneous features of mobile nodes should be explicitly exploited in relaying and routing in order to improve the message delivery performance in DTN. In this paper, we consider the problem of optimal relaying for DTN consisting of heterogeneous mobile nodes. We explicitly consider both the heterogeneity in contact dynamics and the heterogeneity in relay costs, cased by different nodes' energy, communication and mobility properties. Our novel contribution is threefold. Firstly, we model the relaying problem by appropriately characterising the nodes' heterogeneity in contact rates and delivery costs, and formulate the optimal relaying in the heterogeneous environment as the corresponding optimisation problem. Secondly, we prove that the hardness of this relaying optimisation problem is NP-hard, and derive a heuristic algorithm based on dynamic programming which is capable of obtaining the optimal relay performance. Thirdly, we evaluate our proposed relaying scheme under the experimental data traces collected from realistic environments, and compare our scheme with some existing schemes that do not consider the node heterogeneity as well as the existing proposals for heterogeneous DNTs. The simulation results obtained demonstrate the effectiveness of our relaying scheme.
Before presenting our optimal relaying scheme and performance evaluation results, we first summarise the related works. Heterogeneity in mobile nodes was considered in the work [6] , which proposed a framework to analyse the capacity scaling properties of the mobile heterogeneous DTN. Lee and Eunt [5] focused on how the heterogeneous contact dynamics impact the performance of relaying and routing algorithms. Spyropoulos et al. [7] addressed the routing problem in the DTN comprising multiple classes of heterogeneous nodes. However, there are important differences compared with our work. We consider the node heterogeneity in a generic environment where every node is different in terms of the mobility pattern and forwarding cost, while study [7] divided the nodes into some classes of different behaviors but each class containing homogeneous nodes. Moreover, in our extensive simulation under the experimental data traces collected from realistic environments, we demonstrate the performance enhancement of our scheme over the scheme provided in [7] .
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. System Model
Consider the DTN consisting of a set of wireless mobile nodes, in which the source node is denoted by S, the destination node is denoted by D, and N + M nodes are relay nodes. The set of relay nodes is denoted by R = {R 1 , R 2 , · · · , R N +M }. Since the density of nodes in DTN is sparse, the relay nodes can communicate with the source or destination node only when they are in the transmission range of each other, which is referred to as a communication contact. The occurrence of the contacts between two nodes is assumed to follow the Poisson distribution, which was validated by the work [8] . Therefore, the contact rate of nodes R i and R j , where i = j, in our model is assumed to be Poisson distributed with the parameter λ i,j , which characterises the nodes' heterogeneity in terms of of contact rate. Let T be the message life time, and define the message delivery probability as the probability that the message can be delivered to the destination D within the life time T . To guarantee a required system performance, we require that the message delivery probability is no less than P .
In order to deliver a message from the source S to the destination D, we select some relays from R. When the source selects relays to transmit a message, we assume that there are M nodes in the communication range of the source S, which are grouped in the set denoted by
M }, while the other N nodes are not in the range, which are grouped in the set denoted by
Selecting relay nodes only from R I is referred as the In-Contact Relay (ICR), while selecting relay nodes only from R O is known as the Outof-Contact Relay (OCR). In the ICR, the relays selected by the source S are in contact with S. After the relays are selected, the source S transmits the message to the relays, and then relays transmit the message to the destination D when they are in next contact with D. In the OCR, the relays selected are not in contact with the source S. The source S has to wait for the relays to come in contact in order to transmit the message to them. Finally the message is successfully transmitted if any one of the relays with the message contacts the destination D.
We will consider the generic relaying scheme in which the source selects relays from both R I and R O . We also consider the heterogeneity of relay nodes by assuming that there is a cost factor associated with each relay node. Specifically, let C be the cost associated the relay node R O j ∈ R O . Therefore, the optimal relay selection can be formulated as the optimisation problem of how to choose relay nodes to achieve the message delivery probability P from the source S to the destination D within the time T , while achieving the minimum total cost.
B. Problem Formulation
We begin by considering the ICR case. Note that the destination D is not in contact with the source S, and any R Lemma 1: The Probability Density Function (PDF) of Y j , denoted by f j (y), is given by 
, which proves the Lemma. Let q j = Prob(Y j ≥ T ) denote the probability that the message cannot be transmitted to the destination D via relay node R O j within the time T . According to the PDF of Y j given in Lemma 1, q j can be calculated as follows
Similarly, we also define y j ∈ {0, 1} as the indicator whether node
R
O to deliver the message within the time T to D with the probability P at the minimum cost. Combining the both cases of ICR and OCR, we can formulate the optimal relay selection problem as following optimization problem:
By defining
the optimal relaying-node selection problem (3) can be rewritten as
III. OPTIMAL RELAYING SCHEME We refer to the optimal relaying scheme obtained by solving the optimisation problem (5) as the Optimal Heterogeneous Relaying Scheme (OHRS).
A. Hardness of the Problem
The hardness of the optimisation problem of (5) is expressed by the following theorem.
Theorem 1: The optimal relaying node selection problem (5) is NP-hard.
Proof:
We begin by considering the optimisation problem
Obviously, the above problem is a knapsack problem, which is an NP-hard problem [9] . Now by definingẑ k = 1 − z k ,
and
the optimisation problem (5) is transformed exactly into the knapsack problem (6). Theorem 1 shows that the optimal relaying node selection problem is an NP-hard problem. Thus, we cannot obtain optimal solutions by polynomial-time algorithms, and can at most hope for approximation algorithms of higher complexity. In the following subsection, we design a pseudo-polynomialtime algorithm to obtain the optimal solution of this problem.
B. Heuristic Algorithm for the Scheme
We design a heuristic algorithm based on dynamic programming to choose the relay nodes that solve the optimal relayingnode selection problem (5). For notational convenience, we will drop the super-indexes I and O from relay nodes, and simply denote all the relay nodes by R k for 1 ≤ k ≤ N + M . We refer to w k defined in (7) as the delivery probability gain of relay node R k and W defined in (8) as the total weight. Given the contact rates and the message delivery ratio P , w k for 1 ≤ k ≤ N + M and W can readily be computed. In the relay node selection, we divide the selection process into the N + M steps, and in the kth step we decide whether R k is selected as a relay. Let s m denote the state variable of the quantised delivery probability gain in the kth step, and h k (s m ) denote the maximum weight that we can obtain by selecting the k, k + 1, · · · , and M + N relay nodes when the quantised delivery probability gain is s m . The detailed selection process is shown in Algorithm 1.
The time complexity and memory requirements of this algorithm are in the order of
which is acceptable because the number of the relay nodes is often limited and most of the source nodes have such computational and memory capacity in real-world networks.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A. Experimental Environment and Settings
We used two experimental traces, Infocom06 which was collected from MIT Reality Mining Project [10] and Reality which was gathered by the Haggle Project [11] . These two data traces covered two very different DTN environments, namely, a disperse university campus with the experiment period of Algorithm 1 Heuristic algorithm for the source S to select relay nodes, where • denotes the integer ceiling operator. 1: Compute the delivery probability gains w k of relay nodes R k by their contact rates; 2: Compute the weight W by the required system delivery probability P and deliver probability gains w k ; 3 
10: end for 19: end for several months (Reality) and a concentrated conference site with the experiment period of a few days (Infocom06).
As mentioned in the introduction section, most of the existing works only considered the case of homogeneous mobile nodes, and a few exceptions did evaluate how the heterogeneous contact rates influence the performance of relaying algorithms. Therefore, we specifically designed two relay node selection schemes as two benchmarks to reflect this reality. The first relaying benchmark scheme did not consider nodes' heterogeneous features at all and, therefore, was denoted as the Non-Heterogeneous Relay Scheme (NHRS). The second relaying benchmark scheme did consider heterogeneous contact rates but assumed the other nodes' features that influenced the delivery cost being homogeneous, and we referred to this scheme as the Heterogeneous Contact Relay Scheme (HCRS). Also from the introduction section, we noted that [7] was an up to date study on heterogeneous nodes populated DTNs. Since the work [7] only studied several spraying schemes, we needed to change these spraying schemes to the corresponding relaying schemes. The two benchmark relaying schemes so adopted from [7] were the Most-Mobile-First Relaying (MMFR) and Most-Social-First Relaying (MSFR). The MMFR selected the most "mobile" nodes as the relays first. In the work [7] , it was assumed that each node carried a label that stated the level of its "mobility". In our simulation, we used the average inter-contact time of each node as its mobility measure. In the MSFR, each node had a metric of "sociability", which was defined as the number of users that the node had encountered in a given duration of time.
Since there existed many heterogeneous factors that influenced the delivery costs of nodes, the delivery costs might follow some random distribution among the nodes. On the other hand, the traces did not have the relevant information in this aspect and, therefore, we examined several cost distributions among relay nodes, including the fixed constant cost as well as the uniform and normal cost distributions. The expectation of delivery cost distribution of C I i (C O j ) was set to 10 (12). In the fixed constant-cost setting, the delivery costs of all the nodes were set to the same value of 10 (12). In the uniformly distributed cost setting, the delivery costs of nodes were uniformly distributed between 1 (1) and 19 (23), while in the normally distributed cost setting, the delivery costs of nodes followed the normal distribution with the expectation 10 (12) and a variance of 10. Because the values of normal distribution were from negative infinity to positive infinity, we only used the values in the 10% to 90% range of its PDF.
In the simulation, we selected the two most popular nodes that had the largest numbers of contacts with other nodes as the source S and destination D, and then divided the one-third of the remaining nodes into R I and the other two-third of the nodes into R O randomly. In the investigation, we changed the required system delivery probability P , ran different relay schemes, and compared their total relay costs.
B. Evaluation Results
We used the Infocom06 trace to compare our OHRS with the NHRS and HCRS benchmarks, and the results obtained are plotted in Fig. 1 . Specifically, Fig. 1 (a) depicts the case with the fixed constant node cost. As the message delivery probability increased, all the three relay schemes spent higher cost to achieve the desired delivery probability. As expected, our OHRS and the HCRS benchmark achieved almost the identical delivery cost, and they outperformed the NHRS by the 66.4% reduction in cost on average. This was because in this case the nodes' heterogeneity was only featured by the different contact rates of nodes, and both the OHRS and HCRS considered the heterogeneous contact rates while the NHRS did not take into account this heterogeneous feature in choosing relay nodes. Fig. 1 (b) shows the total costs achieved by the three schemes under the uniformly distributed node cost, where we can observe that our OHRS reduced the total cost on average by 64.3% and 88.5%, respectively, over the HCRS and NHRS. The results for the normal distribution of node cost, illustrated in Fig. 1 (c) , also demonstrate that our OHRS on average outperformed the HCRS and NHRS by the 67.7% and 87.9% cost reductions, respectively.
We used both the Infocom06 and Reality traces to compare our OHRS with the MMFR and MSFR benchmarks adopted/modified from [7] , under the normal distribution of node costs. The results obtained are depicted in Fig. 2 Performance comparison of our OHRS with the two benchmark schemes adopted from [7] for the Infocom06 trace under the different cost distributions: (a) with the normally distributed node costs, and (b) with the normally distributed node costs.
normal distribution of node costs, the OHRS attained the least cost given the same delivery probability. This was because, even though the MMFR and MSFR did consider the heterogeneous features in terms of nodes' mobility and sociability, respectively, they did not take into account the heterogeneous node costs in selecting relay nodes. It can also be seen that the MMFR achieved a better performance than the MSFR in this case. The reason was that in the Infocom06 trace, the nodes that moved often encountered the source and destination nodes more frequently. Therefore, the MMFR was able to achieve a smaller delivery cost than the MSFR, given the same delivery probability. For the Reality trace under the normal distribution of node costs, the OHRS reduced the average total costs by 23.0% and 92.1%, respectively, in comparison with the MSFR and MMFR. Unlike the Infocom06 trace, interestingly, the MSFR scheme achieved a much better performance than the MMFR scheme for the Reality trace. It appears that the nodes with high social metric could achieve higher delivery probability than the nodes that moved often in the Reality trace. The performance of the MMFR and MSFR schemes seemed to depend on specific network environments. By contrast, our OHRS performed equally well in various network environments.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the problem of optimal relaying for DTNs consisting of heterogeneous mobile nodes. Based on the experimentally collected real traces, we have conducted extensive simulations. The results obtained in the experimental study have demonstrated that our optimal relaying scheme achieves superior performance over these existing benchmark relaying schemes.
